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African-American Music as Rebellion:
From Slavesong to Hip-Hop
Beginning in the seventeenth century, a burgeoning slave trade
saw Africans captured and brought to America in bondage, separated
from their relations and sold, leaving individuals with no point of
familiarity: forced into slavery, on a new continent, without kin or
social contacts. Out of this desolation came the unfortunate liberty
for Africans to develop a new culture from their abrupt change of
situation and the remnants of their old lives carried in their minds and
bodies with them to the New World. Subsequent generations of Africans
gradually became African-Americans as a rich culture infused with music
developed under the harsh conditions of slavery. White Americans
considered African-Americans separate and unequal for centuries, going
to extraordinary lengths to keep Negroes oppressed and apart. Yet
behind the strict, segregating curtain hung between “Black” and “White,”
African-Americans created a distinctive music that sank its roots deeply
into their American experience and drew from it an amazing evolution
of sound that has penetrated that racist fabric and pervaded the entirety
of American culture. Music became a way to remain connected to
their African heritage while protesting the bleak conditions AfricanAmericans faced throughout history. Musical protest took on assorted
forms and functions as Blacks strove to advance their social station
while simultaneously retaining their cultural heritage. To unconditionally adopt the culture imposed—typically demanded—by the dominant
White society was to admit defeat. By working within sociocultural
constraints, innovating and adapting musical styles, African-Americans
created a musical tradition distinctively their own, and that in itself was
a form of defiance.
Music was critical in the organization of early slave uprisings.
When brought to America, drums were used as they had been in Africa:
for communication. Using drums to spread messages in a rhythmic
language undeciphered by Whites, slaves could could orchestrate
revolts on land and on slave ships as well.1 The connection between
drumming, communication, and resistance was eventually made: “It is
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absolutely necessary to the safety of this province that all due care be
taken to restrain Negroes from using or keeping drums.”2 The subsequent ban on African drums and drumming contributed to the slaves’
cultural disorientation by weakening ties to the music that had filled
their African existence. In order to replenish the void left by the ban on
drums, slaves developed ways to imitate drumming’s complex
polyrhythms by contriving new means of creating rhythm. They began
using whatever means of rhythm-making were at hand: European
instruments, household items such as spoons, jugs, and washboards, or
even their own bodies used as percussive surfaces in a style that came
to be known as “patting juba” or “slapping juba.” Intricate vocal
rhythms and styles developed to imitate the drum patterns, even seeking to capture the essence of multiple drums into a single vocal line.
Although Whites removed a vital instrument from their lives, slaves
did not surrender their musical heritage by abandoning African rhythms,
but retaliated by preserving those rhythms through adaptation to new
instruments.
Slave owners in the United States sought to completely subjugate
their slaves physically, mentally, and spiritually through brutality
and demeaning acts. African-Americans frequently used music to counter
this dehumanization—to boost morale and toughen themselves
psychologically. An example of the humiliation slaves had to endure
was the forced eating of juba (or jibba, jiba), a stew containing a week’s
leftovers from the plantation-owner’s house, at times poured into
an animal feeding tough for consumption. In protest and for mental
fortification, African-Americans made songs to steel themselves against
the debasement of eating juba:
Juba this and Juba that
Juba killed a yella’ cat
Get over double trouble, Juba . . .
Juba
Juba
Juba
Juba

up, Juba down,
all around the town.
for Ma, Juba for Pa.
for your brother-in-law.

These verses are an example of the disguised meaning often hidden
within the lyrics of early African-American song. The words of the first
stanza indicate the eclectic nature of the slop made from
“. . . this and . . . that,” and express the expectation of proper food once
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